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Things to Know Before You Start

Removal of Old Fenestration Products
Ensure any old fenestration products are removed and properly disposed. You may be able to recycle 
or donate removed glass and frames. For more information, check with your local recycling agency, the 
American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA), the US Environmental Protection Agency (at 
www.epa.gov/recycle) or the Building Materials Reuse Association website to locate a nearby company or 
organization that accepts used windows and doors. To donate removed products, contact local nonprofits 
in need of building supplies, such as Habitat for Humanity.

Please note: Homes and condominiums built before 1978 may have lead-based paint which can pose 
serious health hazards during removal. Information and instruction regarding proper management of lead 
paint is available at www.epa.gov/lead.

Installation Preparation
Sliding doors are custom manufactured specific to each application. Prior to installation it is important 
that you carefully review and understand the installation instructions and any drawings supplied. Western 
Window Systems’ fenestration products should only be installed by experienced and qualified installation 
professionals. Failure to follow these instructions may result in poor performance including, but not 
limited to, operation, security, and weatherproofing and may void Western Window Systems’ express 
limited warranties.

Product Handling and Storage
This is a finished product that must be protected before, during, and after installation to prevent damage 
to the glass, frame, finish, and hardware. The flush and water barrier sill tracks are supplied with individual 
track protectors that should be removed prior to assembly and installation of the frames. Upon completion 
of door installation, the track protectors can be selectively cut to length and re-installed to allow for specific 
panel operation or no panel operation.

Door panels should be stored in a dry location that is protected from the elements. Wet packaging 
can cause damage to product finishes. If the packaging becomes wet immediately replace it with dry 
packaging. Door panels should be stored and transported upside down and should not be dropped or 
dragged from the delivery truck to avoid damage to the Bottom Rail extension.

Components
The components supplied will vary depending on the configuration you are installing. Before proceeding 
with the installation, inspect the components to become familiar with them and confirm that there is no 
damage that will affect the appearance or performance of the installed product. Damaged or missing parts 
should be reported to your supplier immediately.
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Things to Know Before You Start

1. Frame components: Each door will have a Head Track Assembly, Threshold Track Assembly, Lock 
Jamb, Fixed Jamb and Hardware. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 1.1:
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Things to Know Before You Start
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Things to Know Before You Start
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2. Vent Panel components: The number of Vent Panels will depend on the configuration of the door 
you are installing. Each Vent Panel Assembly will include a Top Rail, Vent Bottom Rail, Lock Stile, Vent 
Interlock, Handle Set, and height adjustable Tandem Rollers. See Fig. 2:
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Things to Know Before You Start
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3. Fixed Panel components: The number of fixed panels will depend on the configuration of the door 
you are installing. Each Fixed Panel Assembly will include a Fixed Top Rail, Fixed Interlock, Fixed Stile, 
and Fixed Bottom Rail. See Fig. 3:

4. Dead-Lite Panel: The Dead-Lite Panel will consist of a Fixed Top Rail, Fixed Stiles, False Jamb, and 
Fixed Bottom Rail. See Fig. 3.
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Things to Know Before You Start

Other Tools and Products Necessary for Installation
1. flashing membrane
2. sealant that is compatible with flashing membrane
3. Cordless driver with #2 Phillips bit
4. Hammer Drill with ¼” bit.
5. #2 Phillips screwdriver for screen installation
6. #3 Phillips screwdriver
7. #8 x 1¼” self-tapping pan head screws
8. #8 x 1¼” self-tapping oval head screws
9. #8 x 1¼” pan head screws
10. #10 x 2” pan head screws
11. #10 x 2½” flat head screws for block frame installation
12. #10 x 1¼” pan-head screws
13. 1¼” pan head self-tapping screws for nail fin installation
14. Levels of various size or Laser Level
15. Pry bar
16. Dead blow rubber mallet
17. ¼” hammer drill for concrete applications
18. Glazing roller for vinyl
19. ¼” masonry drill
20. 6” 9/64” drill bit
21. 6” 11/64 drill bit
22. Shims. Except in circumstances where a particular shim type is specified by applicable building codes, 

either wedge shims or horseshoe shims may be used. Shimming must be even across the window unit. 
Each shim must be long enough to cover the full width of the window frame from front to back. 

Weatherproofing
Rough opening must be waterproofed in accordance with AAMA Installation Masters standards, flashing 
and sealant manufacturer instructions, and meet all local building codes. Please refer to videos provided on 
line at: https://www.westernwindowsystems.com/professionals/dealer/
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Frame Installation

Configurations: XO, OX or OXXO .1-17 OXOL or OXOR .1-9 & A XOO or OOX .1-19 & B doors only. 
 
NOTE: For ease of installation, production labels will be marked (Fixed Panel) and (Vent Panel) Assembly.

1. Refer to the drawings supplied and inspect the rough opening carefully to verify that it’s been prepared 
correctly to accept the configuration and size you are installing, including ensuring the opening is 
plumb, level, and approximately 1/2” wider and 1/4” taller than the net frame size.

2. Butter the jamb assembly with silicone where the threshold will meet it and assemble the members of 
the main frame on the floor. Protect to avoid damaging finish. Use a pair of #10 x 1¼” pan-head screws 
and two provided assembly blocks (H8780) per corner. See Fig. 1.1:
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3. If you are installing a frame with the optional nail fin, run a 3/8” bead of sealant on the entire back face of 
the flange before setting in the opening.
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Frame Installation

4. Underneath the Threshold Track, apply a full bead of quality sealant where the Jambs and Threshold 
Track meet. See Figure 5, Step 1. From the topside of the Threshold Track, seal the vertical joint where 
the interior leg of the Threshold Tracks meets the Jamb at 90 degrees. Tool the sealant into both areas 
to ensure the seal is complete. See Figure 5, Step 2.

5. Dry fit the Frame. Center the Frame in the opening and temporarily shim the Jambs. If the floor is not 
level, shim the Threshold Track as required.

6. After dry fitting the Frame, clean the floor and apply a heavy bed of sealant from Jamb to Jamb on the 
interior side of the installation holes. At the Jambs, the sealant should run vertical (approximately 6”) on 
the wall. NOTE: THIS IS THE MOST CRITICAL AREA TO BE SEALED TO ASSURE A WATERTIGHT 
INSTALLATION. See Fig. 5:
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7. If the floor is concrete, drill through the Threshold Track’s installation holes with a 1/4” masonry drill and 
insert plastic expanding anchors. NOTE: it is important to vacuum all debris from the weather-stripped 
channel to avoid contamination of the weather-stripping and roller assemblies.
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Frame Installation

8. Secure the Threshold Track using #10 x 2½” flat-head screws into anchors.1 If the floor is wood, proper 
flashing must be installed prior to door installation. Where the screws penetrate flashing, pump sealant 
into holes prior to inserting screws to ensure a proper seal. If you choose to not penetrate the flashing, 
you must add additional sealant under the threshold. This additional sealant must be applied in straight 
lines and not interfere with the weep system. The final installation must result in the Threshold being 
level and supported continuously for proper operation.

9. Plumb and square the Jambs using shims just above each installation anchor hole. At structure or 
wood framing, secure jambs with #10 x 2½” flat-head screws. NOTE: IF THE TYPE 1 FRAME WITH 
INTEGRAL NAIL FINS IS USED, APPLY CONTINUOUS CORNER BRIDGES (SUPPLIED) THEN SEAL 
COMPLETELY FROM THE EXTERIOR SIDE. See Fig. 6:

1 Western Window Systems’ preferred installation method is to anchor the threshold as described in these installation instructions. 
Alternatively, if installation is performed with un-anchored sill pans or sheet metal pans all the following requirements must be met: 
(1) the hard pan is shimmed flat and level prior to installation of the door; (2) the sill is set and sealed flat to the pan with no shimming in 
between or underneath the door threshold; (3) all applicable AAMA standards and building codes are met; and (4) the installation does 
not cause any product defect covered by Western Window Systems’ limited express warranties. Failure to fully support the threshold 
by strictly complying with the described methods may cause property damage (including water intrusion) and injury and may also void 
Western Window Systems' limited express warranties.
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Sealant

Continuous
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Frame Installation
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10. If you are installing a door that is bi-parting, there will be two Lead Panels. The Active Panel, the 
one that contains the lock mechanism, will be installed first. Right panel active is the manufacturing 
standard. If the door has only one Lead Panel it will be installed in the inside track of the Head Track 
Assembly on the appropriate side depending on the configuration of the door you are installing. 
See Fig. 7:

11. Insert the Operating Panel into Head Track interior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. 
Locate roller adjustment holes in the bottom of the Lock and Interlock Stiles. Lift weight off rollers and 
use a #3 Phillips screwdriver to adjust each roller to a height where the end sweep barely brushes the 
top of sill. Make sure the Lock Stile is parallel to the Jamb once adjustment is complete. Adjust lock 
before proceeding. 

12. Adjust the strike plate on the Lock Jamb by loosening the three machine screws and moving it up or 
down until the lock engages fully when actuated. To remove excessive slack, open the sliding panel 
and adjust the lock using the slotted adjusting screw in the center of the lock.

13. Insert Fixed Panel into Head Track exterior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. With the 
Operating Panel slightly open, use the ball of your foot to slide the Fixed Panel toward the Fixed Jamb 
and seat the Fixed Stile into the Jamb channel. Close and lock the Operating Panel. Fixed and Vent 
Interlock Stiles should engage and line up. If they do not, ensure frame and panels are plumb and 
square and that the Fixed Panel is fully seated in the Fixed Jamb channel.
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Frame Installation

14. From the interior, install #8 x 1¼” self-tapping pan head screws through the Fixed Jamb leg and into the 
Fixed Panel Stile. Use a 6” long 9/64” drill bit to pre-drill. There should be a minimum of 4 screws down 
the jamb evenly spaced. The set screws secure the Fixed Panel from being removed from the exterior. 

15. On the exterior, place the L clip provided up in the head against the top of the Fixed Panel. Mark the 
center of the four holes and predrill using the 9/64” drill bit. In the Head, run 2-#10 x 2½” screws into the 
structure. Make sure you shim the Head so it does not crown. Then run two #8 x 1.25” pan head screws 
into the top of the Fixed Panel.

16. If the optional nail-fin is not used, seal the perimeter of the door frame to the structure with a quality 
construction sealant compatible with the flashing membrane you are using.

17. Door installation is complete. 

Configurations: OXOL and OXOR doors only

1. Review your configuration and determine which side the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel will rest in your frame.

2. Insert the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel (a panel with no interlocking stiles) into Head Track exterior channel 
and lower onto Track Threshold.

3. Using the ball of your foot, slide the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel toward the Fixed Jamb and seat Fixed Stile 
into the Jamb channel.

4. Install False Jamb member into frame by placing the top end into the Head Track channels and against 
the Dead-Lite Panel with the bottom end angled away from the panel.

5. Push up slightly to raise the door head. This will assist to avoid scratching the Threshold when moving 
the bottom end toward the panel.

6. Using the ball of your foot, slide the False Jamb toward the Dead-Lite Panel and seat onto Dead-lite 
Fixed Stile. Tap on tight using a block and rubber mallet.

7. Shim the Head Track directly above the False Jamb until parallel with the Sill Threshold.

8. From the interior, anchor the Dead-Lite Panel to the Fixed Jamb and False Jamb using #8 x 1¼” self-
tapping oval head screws through the Frame Assembly and into the Fixed Panel. Use a 6” long 9/64” 
drill bit to pre drill. There should be a minimum of four screws down each of the jambs evenly spaced. 
These screws secure the False Jamb and Fixed Panel from being removed from the exterior. Using the 
predrilled holes in the False Jamb, install #10 x 2” pan head screws through the False Jamb into the 
Fixed Panel. Predrill the Fixed Panel with a 6” long 11/64 drill bit. Hint: use wax on the screw tip to assist 
in the threading.
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Frame Installation

9. Install bumper stop into the head at the Fixed Jamb. See Fig. 8:
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10. Using a plastic block and non-marring mallet, complete the Dead-Lite Channel Assembly by placing 
the Jamb Fillers onto the Fixed Jamb and False Jamb, and lightly tap it into place.

11. Insert the Operating Panel into Head Track interior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. Locate 
roller adjustment holes in the bottom of the Lock and Interlock Stiles. Lift weight off rollers and use a 
#3 Phillips screwdriver to adjust each roller up until the end sweep barely brushes the sill. Make sure 
the Lock Stile is parallel to the jamb once adjustment is complete.

12. Insert Fixed Panel into Head Track exterior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. With 
Operating Panel slightly open, use the ball of your foot to slide the Fixed Panel toward the Fixed 
Jamb and seat the Fixed Stile into Jamb channel. Close and lock the Operating Panel. Fixed and Vent 
Interlock Stiles should engage and line up. If they do not, ensure frame and panels are plumb and 
square and that the Fixed Panel is fully seated in the Fixed Jamb channel.

13. From the interior, install #8 x 1¼” self-tapping oval head screws through the Fixed Jamb leg and into 
the Fixed Panel Stile. Use a 6” long 9/64” drill bit to pre-drill. There should be a minimum of four screws 
down the jamb evenly spaced. The Fixed Panel set screws secure the fixed panel from being removed 
from the exterior.
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Frame Installation
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14. On the exterior, place the L clip provided up in the head against the top of the Fixed Panel. Mark the 
center of the four holes and predrill using a 6” long 9/64” drill bit. In the head, run two #10 x 2½” flat 
head screws into the structure. Make sure you shim the head, so it does not crown. Then, run two 
#8 x 1¼” pan head screws into the top of the Fixed Panel.

15. Adjust the Strike Plate on the False Jamb by loosening the three machine screws and moving it up or 
down until the lock engages fully when actuated. To remove excessive slack, open the sliding panel 
and adjust the lock using the slotted adjusting screw in the center of the lock.

16. If optional nail-fin is not used, seal the perimeter of the door frame to the structure with a quality 
construction sealant compatible with the flashing membrane you are using.

17. Door installation is complete. 

Configuration: XOO and OOX doors only

1. Review your configuration and determine which side the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel will rest in your frame.

2. Insert the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel (a panel with no interlocking stiles) into Head Track exterior channel 
and lower onto Track Threshold.

3. Using the ball of your foot, slide the Dead-Lite Fixed Panel toward the Fixed Jamb and seat the Fixed 
Stile into Jamb channel.
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Frame Installation

4. Install False Jamb member into the frame by placing the top end into the Head Track channels and 
against the Dead-Lite Panel with the bottom end angled away from the panel.

5. Push up slightly to raise the door head. Avoid scratching the Fixed Threshold when moving the bottom 
end toward the panel.

6. Using the ball of your foot, slide the False Jamb toward the Dead-Lite Panel and seat onto the Dead-lite 
Fixed Stile.

7. Using a block and mallet, tap the False Jamb to ensure complete seating.

8. Shim the Head Track directly above the False Jamb until parallel with the Sill Threshold.

9. From the interior, anchor the Dead-Lite Panel to the Fixed Jamb and False Jamb using #8 x 1¼” self-
tapping oval head screws through the Frame Assembly and into the Fixed Panel. Use a 6” long 9/64” drill 
bit to pre drill. There should be a minimum of four screws down each of the jambs evenly spaced. 
These screws secure the False Jamb or Fixed Panel from being removed from the exterior. Using the 
predrilled holes in the False Jamb, install #10 x 2” pan head screws through the False Jamb into the 
Fixed Panel. Predrill the Fixed Panel with a 6” long 11/64 drill bit. Hint: use wax on the screw tip to assist 
in the threading. 

10. Using a plastic block and non-marring mallet, complete the Dead-Lite Channel Assembly by placing 
the Jamb Fillers onto the Fixed Jamb and False Jamb, and lightly tap it into place.

11. Insert the Operating Panel into the Head Track interior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. 
Locate roller adjustment holes in the bottom of the Lock and Interlock Stiles. Lift weight off rollers and 
use a #3 Phillips screwdriver to adjust each roller up until the end sweep barely brushes the sill. Make 
sure the Lock Stile is parallel to the jamb once adjustment is complete. 

12. Make final adjustment to the operable panel rollers to achieve the optimum alignment throughout the 
entire door.

13. Insert the Fixed Panel into Head Track exterior channel and lower onto the Threshold Track. With the 
Operating Panel slightly open, use the ball of your foot to slide the Fixed Panel toward the Fixed Jamb 
and seat the Fixed Stile into the Jamb channel. Close and lock the Operating Panel. Fixed and Vent 
Interlock Stiles should engage and line up. If they do not, ensure frame and panels are plumb and 
square and that the Fixed Panel is fully seated in the Fixed Jamb channel.

14. From the interior, anchor the Dead-Lite Panel to the Fixed Jamb using #8 x 1¼” self-tapping pan head 
screws through the Frame Assembly and into the Fixed Panel. Use a 6” long 9/64” drill bit to pre-drill. 
There should be a minimum of four screws down each jamb evenly spaced. These screws secure the 
fixed panel from being removed from the exterior. 

15. Adjust the strike plate on the False Jamb by loosening the three machine screws and moving it up or 
down until the lock engages fully when actuated. To remove excessive slack, open the sliding panel 
and adjust the lock using the slotted adjusting screw in the center of the lock.

16. On the exterior, place the L clip provided up in the head against the top of the Fixed Panel. Mark the 
center of the four holes and predrill using a 6” long 9/64” drill bit. In the head, run two #10 x 2½” flat head 
screws into the structure. Make sure you shim the head so it does not crown. Then run two #8 x 1.25” 
pan head screws into the top of the Fixed Panel.

17. If a nail fin was not used, seal the perimeter of the door frame to the structure with a quality 
construction sealant compatible with the flashing membrane you are using.

18. Door installation is complete.
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Screen Installation

1. Position screen in front of the door opening and on the outside of the building with the flat side toward 
the door and screen Lock Stile at the door Lock Jamb.

2. Lift the screen and insert the top edge into the outer track of the door head channel. Move the bottom 
toward the threshold until the rollers contact the roller track. Using a small flat pry bar, lift rollers, one 
at a time, onto the track.

3. Using a #2 Phillips screwdriver, adjust the two bottom rollers so the screen Lock Stile is parallel with 
the door jamb. When adjustments are complete, there should be a minimum of vertical movement when 
you attempt to move the screen up and down.

4. Using the screws provided with screen door, install screen strike onto door jamb at proper height to 
receive lock hook.
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